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A phone call came into the police station from a woman reporting she 
is a clerk at a 7-11 convenience store and had just be~n robbed by a man 
wi th a gun . It was l:30 a.;n. and the store is a few blocks from the 
station . Two poli cemen were di s patch ed to .the store and arrived with i n a 
fe •" minutes. One polic e man inter.., i e111ed the clerk and got the following 
descriptive infor~ation about the robber~ event. A man came into the store 
alone ab out 20 mi nutes earl ie::-. The cl erk was f i nishing waiting on another 
customer, a young woman, and did not pay ~y attention to the man. After 
the woman left the stor e, the man walked over to the counter and pulled out 
a gun fro m ins i de his jacket and pointed it at the clerk. T~e cle::-k 
reported that he sa i d , "Ope n the cash reg is ter and give me the money" • The 
cle::-k sa i d that she was "frigh'Cened to death of the gun" and was "afraid he 
was going to do s ometh i ng bad to me." She opened the register and gave h im 
all of the bills (pa9er money cur:-ency ) , after which he told he::- to lie 
down on the floor behind the counter. She then heard him hurry to the door 
a nd out of th e store. The woman then got up and called the police wi thin a 
£ew minutes. The polic e~an asked if she heard a car.start and drive away 
and she reported no. 

\llhen asked about details of the robbery th e clerk said he wa s a black 
man. "He was kind of skir:ny a nd tall , maybe about 6 fe e t tall." She said 
she was not very sure of his age but "he wasn • t too old, probably in his 
20 • s." She did not think he had a beard, but he did have some ha i r on his 
fa c e , like stubble, and needed a shave. She could not describe his hair, 
and after a pause said she thought he was wearing a baseball hat. She 
thought he had on a black nylon jacket where the gu n had been hidden 
inside. She could not rene~ber what kind of pants he had on. 

When asked about the gun she said it was black and had a short 
barrel, not more than th r ee inch es long. The part that held the bullets 
was round. The handl e on· the gun was b r own and had some marking, like 
e ngr avi ng, on it. \llhen asked, she said he held the gun in his right hand 
and took the money in his left hand . 

The clerk, a 22 ye a r old white woman, had been working at the 7-11 
store for three months. This was the first time anything like this had 
happened while she was on duty at th e store. 

The following after-noon th e woman went to the police station and 
worked with an Identi-ki t operator to make a cor.1posi te · of the man who 
robbed the st or e. The procedure took about 30 minutes. At th e end the 
woman desc:-ibed the compo s::. te as "not lookin& exactly like hit:1, but about 
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the best I can do." The composite face had no bea rd or moustache and 
included a baseball ty pe hat. 

Two day s later the woman was again b:-ought t o the p oli ce st ation 
voluntarily to review a pho tos pre ad . The ph oto spr ead con si sted of 10 
pho tos of bla ck males with an ag e range of 20 to 35, The bla ck and white 
ph otos wer e fro nt bust views. Three of the face s had modest bear ds , three 
had mousta che s, and the remainin g four were shaved. The photo s were fr om a 
larg e r mug file and con si sted of men who had oee n booked for robb ery crime s 
w:i,thin the past two years and wer e kr.own to be living currently in the 
city . The woman was in str ucted to exa.~ine t.~e photos carefully an d report 
if she tho ug ht any loo ked li ke the mar. who robb ed the store. The photo s 
wer e laid out on a ta ble in two ro,...s of fi·,e. After a fe ,1 minutes , the 
woman reported she was not sure but one of the fac es (without a bear d or 
moustac he) looke d something like him. She sa id a se c ond f a ce a lso ha d 
"som e rese~blance", bu t she though~ he was "no t so likely" as the first. 
The !ace in the second photograph had a s::,all mous ta che. The first man 
identified was sub s eque nt ly found to have a solid alibi. 

Two months later the man in th e s ec ::;nd pho tog raph was po sitiv el y 
ide ntif ied as ha vin g robbed another c:onve:1ie!lce s to re on the previous 
night . He was a rr ested and two days late:" · a l i neup was ar r anged to be 
view e d by the female clerk fro m the ear lie :- 7- 11 ro bbe r:, . The lineup 
consisted of si x black men with a height r ang ,e of 5'9" to 6'3" and an ag e 
r a nge of 24 to 36. The suspect was 6 '2 " · and 31 years old. The susp ec t 
still had a small moust ac he. Two othe:" men in the li neup ha d mous tac hes , 
one had a modes t beard, and the r e!:ll!ining th::-ee were cle an shaven. Upon 
viewing the lin eup t he woma n paus ed fo r a few ~inutes and the n said she was 
"pretty sur e " the su spe ct had committed tr. e crim e. II/hen ask ed to l oo k at 
the six men cl os ely to dete r mine if she was posit iv e, she aga in viewe d the m 
carefully and rep orte d she was "positive" . Se •,eral months late r in court 
the woman po sitiv el y identifi e d the ac:::us e::I and s aid unde:- oat h that sh e 
was "absolutely certain" he was the person -.iho had robbed the s tore. 

Fac ial Me~ory an d th e Crime 

In this chapter we are conc e rned ~i th forensic applications of faci al 
memory res eac h. The scen a rio des c::-ibed a::ove re ;,r ese:1 ~s a rea son ably 
common typ e of crime in the Uni ted St ates - a convenience store r obbe rJ . 
Our pur po se for describing it her e is that it includes s everal el e!:\ents 
that involve human memo ry; that is, the me~o:-y of the female cl e::-k i n the 
7-11 st ore. We will r e fer to the scenar i o in identifying sor.ie of th e 
faci al me.'!\ory is su es a sso ciated with eye"' itn ess identifica tion. Thes e 
f o re nsic issues to which facia l memory r es earch may be app lied c ould be 
clas si fied or or gan ize d in several differel".t ways . We ha ve cho se n to 
organ iz e them on the basi s of the me!!lo:-:, proces se s and/ or pr-ocedu re s 
involved. Roughly speaking, these precess es ca n be charac~er.:.zed a s 
recog ni tion and recal l. It sho ul d be note d , however , that th e empha si s in 
this paper is on forensic appl ic ati ons as opp os ed to the ba sic na ture of 
facia l memory . forensic- procedures will be described. Facial memory 
resear c h will then be discu ss ed in ter::. s of its imp li cat ions f~r- the 
forensic ta sks . 

The:- e are several forensic tasks used in e:,e·.ritness identification 
situations that r esemble the typ es of re c::g:-:::. ti on pro ced ~res er.:pl oyed in 
research on faci al memory . In the sc enar io these tasks i nclu ce th e 
exam ination of the 10 item photos pr ead , the revi e.., of the six person 
lineup, and th e identification of the a c::used in the courtroom. Other 
recognition procedures of ten employ e d in law e nf orcem ent ar e a mugfile 
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search and a showup (a one-pe:-son lineup where the expected response is yes 
or no). The key ele~ent of all of these procedures is that a witness is 
attempting to find a match between the information he/she has in memor·y 
about a face and external!'aces (photo or live) with which the memory ·i ~. 

being compared. 
There is anothe:- cateaory of recognition or matching tasks that takn~ 

place in the forensic setting. Often a photograph of the criminal, such a~ 
obtained by a hidden camera in a bank robbery, or a facial representation 
obtained frOt:1 a witness, such as a sketch or Identi-Kit composite, is 
available. Such photog:-aphs and representations are made available to 
police or published in ne1o1spapers for the purpose of identifying the 
person. 

Forensic efforts that involve recall-like activities generally arc 
aimed at producing one or both of two types of products: a ve:-bal 
desc:-iption of a face and/or a har::-copy representation of a face. More 
precisely, the aim is to get a description or representation of the fac!al 
information in an eye~itness' memor7. Here, the emphasis is on getting an 
•ccurate product. The scenario included at least two examples of recall, 
The first occurred when the female clerk desc~ibed the robber to the police 
officer shortly after the c:-ime. The second recall e.xample was the 

· production of the Ide!'lti-ki t cornposi te. .There are numerous other recaJ ~ 
techniques employed in law en!"orce::ient for gene!"ating hard copy faci al 
i mages. The sketch artist and the Photofit are two that are reasonably 
well known and used. Othe:-s ~i l l be mentioned later. 

In actual forensic practice, of course, the recognition-recall 
distinc';;ion i s not ah,ays so clear cut. For example, most o!' the 
techniques for gene:-ating hard-copy ill\ages involve getting some sort of 
face representat.:.on fairly early in the procedure and then re:fining the 
image by making changes. This refining process clearly involves notic:.np, 
mismatches beb1een the image and me!':lory - a recognition-like task. Anothc:' 
concern is the extent to which the two types of memory procedures influence 
each other. For example, does the Identi-ld t procedure in the scenar i o 
infl uence the sub s equent matching process in the photospread and lineup'! 
From the gener-al memory liter-ature one might ver-y well expect such effects. 
Nevertheless, for the purpose of this paper, the organization arouncl 
recognition (matching) and recall {production) is useful for analyzj 11{1. 

forensic tasks and the applications of facial memory research. 
Another top i c that has received attention in the facial memory 

research literature is training. Here the objective is ~ improve the 
facial memory of the potential eyewitness so as to be more competent in the 
matchini and/or production tasks. Two recent papers (Baddeley & Woodhead, 
1983; Malpass, l 981 ) have provided reviews and analyses of work in this 
area. Gene:-ally . tra i ning efforts have resulted in very 11 ttle iD1prove::ie:1t 
in f ace recognition perfor!llance. One exception to this conclusion conce:-ns 
cross-racial identification, which will be discussed in a later section. 

The above tasks, matching and production, represent areas f ~r 
applying facial me!llor:, research to law enforcement. The objective is to 
apprehend cr-iminals on the basis of facial inforr.iation from the memor7 of 
an eyewitness. The concern is to make the most effective use of that 
memory. There has also been research on topics associated with facial 
memory that: are more closely associated with judicial procedures. For · 
example, the effects on a jury of the eyewitness' confidence in the 
accuracy of his/he:- memory. In this paper we will not deal with 
applications of facial memory research to judicial procedures. Two recent 
collections,Lloyd-Bostock and Clifford (1983) and ~ells and Loftus (l984 ) 
contain seve:-al papers tha't address these issues. Also, because of th.e 
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availability of the two recent pape.rs on training, that topic will not 'ce 
covered here. Rather, the analysis and discussion wi ll be limited to law 
enforcement procedures that involve memor-1 in matching and production 
tasks. 

Recent years have witnessed a major inc:-ease i n re search activity on 
facial memory. Several very good books have been published reviewing and 
summari zing the work and its implications (Davies, Ellis & Sh epherd, 1981; 
Ellis, Shepherd & Davies, 1982; Ellis, Jee•res, Newcombe & Young, 1986; 
Lloyd-Bost ock &: Clifford, 1983; Wells & Loftus, 198.0.). Journal articles 
and 'cook chapters have appeared tha t provide an excellent analysis of many 
of the issues of interest here. In some cases where su ch works ex i st, we 
will forego duplicatin g · the effort and si ~ply call attention to the 
re ference. One such reference (Ellis, 198.0.) des er~es particular mention at 
th e outset: Ellis' purpose in that paper was essentially the same as ours 
is here; namely , to explo r e the pra c tical ap;:,l:!.ca-;::.ons of face memo!";r 
re se arc!'l. We have tried to co mpl e~e~t rather than duplicate his efforts. 
~hile some ov e.:-lap is inevi ta ble, ar.:rone inte~ ested in this topic will find 
th e . Ellis pape.:- of great value. 

Methodological I ssu es and Concerns 

Before beg i nning our discussion of the f or en si c tasks and facial 
memory re s earch, it is appropriate to note ce.:-tain methodological issues 
an d concerns associated with fac::.al memor:, researc!'l as it appl i es to 
forensic problems. First, there is virtually a complete absence of field 
research on th e memo!"y perfor~ance of ac~ual eye~itnesses. Some 
ob se .:-·,ations have be en made, bu t for th e most par ·t these have bord e .:-ed on 
being anecdotal. There are, of course, difficulties in ca.:-rying out field 
studie s. Gene.:-ally such effor ts are limited to descriptive outcomes, since 
control of potential influential fa c tors canr.ot be achieved. In addition, 
the number of such factors or varia ble s is likely to be large. maki ng 
cause-effect relationsh i ps even more difficult to determine. Another 
important concern in suc!'l re search efforts is the potentially intrusive 
nature of the research activity. For example, assessing memory is likely 
to af fect that memory, and in mat ters as sensitive and important as 
eyewitness identification, such e~fects ~oulc not 'ce tolerable. 

A second point regarding methodology concerns the issue of 
generalization. Recent years have witn esse:! a tre:::iendous spurt in the 
amount of facial memory research. Generally, the research efforts can be 
characterized as t'alling into wo categor:.es. The categorization is 
essent i ally 'cas ed on the purpos es or goals of the re s earch. One category 
consists of studies oriente d towards understanding the pe::-formance of the 
eyewitness :to a crime and the factor s that inf'luence that perfor:nance. 
Thes e eff o rt s are usually referred to as forensic studies and employ 
research pardigms intended to parallel or simulate circ;Jmstances that occur 
in actual forensic settings. The second categor:; of studies is those _ 
directed towards achiev i ng a better understanding of human information 
processing in general or facial processing in particular. Most, but not 
all, such studies are done in the contex t of an infor:nation processing 
approach. These studies often employ pa radigms that bear little 
resemblance to forensic settings, and they are not intended to. To what 
extent can the results of basic rese:u-ch on facial me:nory be applied to 
forensic issues? For that matter, one may also ask to wha t extent can the 
results of laboratory studies using foren si c par ad igms be generalized to 
actual law enf orcement proceedings'? These are not ne.,.. questions, of course, 
and they are en co untered in virtually every e ffort to apply research 
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findings to solving real problems. furthermore, we do not have answers to 
offer here. A fundamental issue in applying the results of face research 
to :forensic settings is generality/specificity, and such applications 
should be carried out with full awareness of the limitations. 

A third methodological point associated with doing research in this 
area concerns ethics. Here we are concerned with the limits on what one 
can and cannot do in research acti v.i ties of this type. An ex amp le will 
make the point. One of the variables often raised and discussed in this 
context is the fear or stress associated with being a victim or a witness 
to a crime and how this fear influences facial memory. In our opening 
scenario the store clerk repor";etl being "frightened to death." Clearly 
there are limits or. the extent to which one can induce and manipulate fear 
or stress in a research activity. While such limits are both necessary and 
appropriate, they do constrain the questions a$ked and answers obtained in 
this type of forensic research. 

The above methodological issues and concerns are, of course, 
interrelated. Furthermore, they identify fundamental problems in applying 
the results of face research to forensic problems. Laboratory efforts are 
necessarily constrained by ethical considerations, and the research results 
may or may not be directly applicable to the forensic setting. There are 
no simple solutions to this problem. Obviously, it is important to be 
aware that the constraints exist. In addition, however, there is a need to 
de•,ote mo::-e effort to field research in actual forensic settings. Ille will 
return to this latter point in the final section. 

FORENSIC ME:•10RY TASKS 

In this section we will describe the forensic tasks that involve 
human memory. As noted earlier, these tasks can be characterized as 
mat:ching (recognition) or production {recall). As also noted, these 
categories are often overlapping ana wtclear. Nevertheless, they serve as 
a convenient and useful way of organizing and describing the tasks. 

Field Matching or Recognition 

Facial recognition is an exceptional ability, as evidenced by t!'le 
number of faces we are able to recognize and the apparent ease with which 
we do it. The recognition tasks involve 111atching an internal 
representation to exte::-nal records. In forensics, recognition is often 
called identification. 

As notec earlier, the forensic contex"! provides several tasks in 
which face recognition or matc!'ling is involved. These tasks incluce 
searching a mug file, reviewing a lineup, examining a photospread, and 
identifying {positively or negatively) an individual in a showup or in a 
courtroom. The m.ugfile and photospread tasks are essentially the same, 
differing primarily on the basis of the nur.iber of photographs in the set 
and the manner in which they are presented sequentially or 
simultaneously. 

Mugfiles and Photospreads 

It is a common practice for law enforcement agencies to obtain facial 
photographs of people when they are arrested for a crime. Often these 
photographs consist of front anc side views. Mugfiles containing sue!\ 
photographs are accumulated over time, and in some circumstances, such as 
in cities, may become quite lar 6e numbering in the thousands. Crime victims 
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and wi tnesses are frequently asked to search through these files, or at 
least a s ubset, in an effort to identify the person who committed the 
crime. The c:iminal, of course, may or may not be in the file. 

In 13~ enforcement, preliminar] verbal descriptions a:: us~ally 
obtained from a witness. The cle::-k in ou::-· scen ario ini tia!.ly pC'ovided a 
verbal desc:iption of the robber to the police of!icer. This desc::-iptive 
inform ation may be used to limit the 5ize of the mugfile in vaC"ious ways. 
For example, many files are organized on the basis of rac e anc sex. If th e 
target pe!'son is a white t"emale, only t!':e subfile wil:!. be sear::!1.ed. 
G.?ne!'ally, the search ta .sl< will be mi;c~ inore const::-ained than th is e=ple 
implies. Otne::- in!'or::iation suc!l as type of c:-ime, pe:-::a;s a sexual 
of~enc e , may ser~e to or.ani:e tte file ar.d th~s limit theses~:: ~ . Ir. the 
sce::ad .o t!':.e pr.otos in t.":.e pr.ctos ;;::-ead were from a lar..;e:- rr.~;;;~il e and 
consisted of' men who had be!!:'l bcol<ed f'or robbery cri mes in tl".e pas': two 
years anc! were knc ·.tn to be liv:.na c!!!":-ently in the c:i '::,·. 

The ac':ua l searc!'l. proeedu:-e may var1. The witness ma:,r leek th::-ough a 
stack of photog ra phs one at a ti~e in a linear se arc h. The photci :-ap~s may 
be pr: sent ec in a book:e': or altur.1 ~ith several to a pa5e. The photos~:-e3d 
p:-oce <:!ure in vol •res pre se~ ting the set simul 1:aneously, pe:-:taps la:,r::.ng the::, 
out togethe:- on a table to be scar.ned ar:d cc mpare d. The cler k in the 
scenari o exa~in ed a 10 ite::, photospread • . Specifi c e~uipm en': has also bee n 
de•reloped and is in use in sor.ie law enf'orce::ient agen c.:.es enabling faces to 
be presentec on a vie~ing se:-ee~ anc ac:e s sed directly or se~ue~tially. Al l 
of these mugfile/photosp:-ead procedu:-es are ~ee ognit ior. tasks, wr.e!' e the 
witness is atte::ipt::..ng to fine a phot:og:-aph in whic h the face 111atc!':es the 
face in his/her me::1or:,r. 

Lineuos 

The lineup or iden ti ty parace is a live simultaneou s presen tati on of 
some numbe:- of people, typically about six, that may or may not contain the 
target pe:-scn. The witness vie•"s the lineup .111e!llbers in an e!'fort t o 
determin e whethe::- any of them match his /her meraor:,r for the target face - a 
recognition task. In this proc e~ure infor::iat::..on other than the f'ace n,a:, 
also be used, such as ph:,rsical c~a:-act eris tics (heig~.t ) or perhaps even 
Vo.ice. The cle:-k in the robbe:-7 scenario participated in the li neup task 
t .... o months after the event. It should be noted that this particular 
recognition or matching task was not the first sue~ effort, as she had 
earlie!' done the photo spre ac task. Such procedures ar : cor.unon in la •,r 
en!'or oe:nent, but they raise se:- iou s questions about the effe cts of' the 
first task on pe:-for::iance in t.'-.e se cond . We will di scus s t."lis issue 
rurther in a late:- sect ion. 

Two pape:- s by Ma!.pass anc Oe•rine (1963, • 1984) and a book by Shephe:-d, 
Ellis and Davies (1982) provice very gcod review s or phot ospr ead anc lineup 
procedures and f actors that influence the outco~e of su ch procedures. The 
1984 paper by Malpa ss and Devine also ex;ilores some of the 111ethocological 
issues associatec wit."l ~oing res ear ch that is applicable to these forensi c 
tasks. 

Inc::..vidua~ Ice ntif'ic ati ons - The Shcwu9 ar.d the Courtroom 

Another common re cogni tion procedure is the situation where a suspect 
is prese nted alone; no decoys (dist:-actors) are present. The witness makes 
a yes or no deci sion . The showup is such a procedure, as is the court:-oom 
identification. Invar~abll, ~~e icentification in eou,t ~as be~n preceded 
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by one of the other identification tasks, and is subject to concerns about 
the effect of one memory task on another. 

In the scenario the clerk had participated in both photosprea d and 
lineup procedures prior to the courtroom identification. Such circumstances 
are not uncommon in actual practice. 

FACIAL PRODUCTION OR RECALL 

While facial recognition would seem to be a quite good human abi l ity, 
facial product i on or recall appears to be quite the opposite. By most 
cri ter .:.a we seem to be rather incornpe!:.ent when it comes to gene:-atina 
ve?-bal desc::-iptions or hard-copy representations of faces. It is not 
clear, however, to what extent the limits on the quality of representations 
are the result of limited competence in people or limitations in the 
techniques. 

Ille have cate 6o:::-ized the face production or recall tasks that take 
place in forensic settings into verbal description and generating hard-copy 
represe!'!tations. This distinction breaks down in one important respect; 
namely, most of the techniques for gene:-a t ing a f ac!.al image of a target 
per s on also involve verbal description of the face. Ne•rertheless, th e 
categories are useful for organizing the forensic tasks and conside:-ini: the 
effects of various research findings. 

Ver~al Description 

The first memor7 task performed by the 7-11 clerk in the scenario was 
to describe to the police office:- the characteris~ics of the robber. This 
description included some facial information. It is probably a relatively 
rare exception that a victim of or witness to a crime is not asked to 
desc:-ibe what he/she remembers about the criminal's face. Indeed, it is 
lik e ly that such descriptions will be repeate d on more than one occasion in 
the course of a criminal investigation, including shortly after the crime 
has occurred when there is still a good deal of stres s being experienced. 
Research on verbal description of faces has been reviewed by Davies {1983) 
and Laughery, Duval and Wogalter {1986) . 

Gene rating Hard-Copy Representations 

There are a variety of techniques employed by law enforcement 
agencies for obtaining a visual representation of a target person's face. 
Several good reviews by Davies {1981, 1983, 1986) have addressed 
perforu1ance in such tasks. The three most widely employed and researched 
procedures are the sketch artist, Photofit and ldenti-Kit. Each of these 
procedures involves the witness working with another person, an artist or 
technician/operator, to constr~ct the face. The witness' task includes an 
ongoing verbal interaction with the artist or technician during which the 
fac e or parts of the face are being desc:-ibed. The Photofit and Identi-Kit 
involve the selection of individual facial features which are put together 
to form a composite face. Feature exchanges are then made to improve the 
match between the compos ite and the face in memory. 

There are other less commonly used devices that have been developed 
for constructing facial images from memory. The Minolta Montage 
Synthes i zer (Duncan & Laughery, 1977) was developed and used in Japan for 
creating facial images from photographic features. Davies ( 1986) describes 
a ne· ... device, the Magnafac:e, that is ui;ed to produce a composite in colour. 
While we are not certain about the Maanaface procedure, it is our 
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understanding that both of these techniques involve verbal description and 
working with a technician to create the composite. The Field Identification 
System (Laughery, Smith & Yount, 1980) is a procedure that enables a 
witness to construct an image without the involvement of a second person. 
It consists of a book-like device with four sets of horizontal page strips, 
each strip set containing examples of facial features. The witness selects 
an appropriate strip from each set resulting in a composite face. No verbal 
description is involved in this procedure. 

As noted earlier, the dis~inction bet~een recognition and recall is 
not nearly so clearcut in the facial construction tasks. Virtually all the 
techn:.ques except perhaps _the sketch artist entail initially producing a 
full face composite and then maxing feature changes to achieve a better 
representati,on. This refine!llent process clear-ly includes a process of 
matching the current composite ver-sion to the face representation in 
me::ior:,. 

FACIAL MEMORY RESEARCH: IMPLICATIONS FOR FORENSIC PROCEDURES 

In this section we will disc~ss some of the research on facial me~ory 
and its implications for forensic procedures. We will be selective in at 
least two respects. First, the focus will be on research that has 
implications for the issues encountered in the forensic setting. Obviously 
the:-e is a great deal of judge~e:1t in deciding what is most relevant, and 
others would undoubtedly cite studies that we do not cite·and vice versa. 
Secondly, as we have already pointed out, there are a nUr.1ber of recent 
publications that deal with specific questions or issues of this sort, and 
in most instances we will not attempt to duplicate those efforts. 

The analysis is orgar.ized around some major components of the 
forensic tasks. Specifically, three sections will address the exposure and 
forensic task situations, post-exposure processing, and pe::-son ( target/ 
witness) factors. We have chosen this organization rather than specific 
tasks such as lineups, mug file searches or composite productions because 
the specific forensic tasks have various co:nponents in common and this 
organization is more efficient. 

Exoosure and Forensic Task Situations 

The circumstances of viewing a target at the scene of a crime are 
invariably different from the conditions when the witness again confronts 
the target in the forensic matching task. These differences may be in the 
witness, such as stress level, in the actual physical appearance of the 
target person, or in some other aspect of the situations. Similarly, there 
may be differences between the target face in the photographs or composites 
shown to police or to the public and the actual target face when 
encounte:-ed later. What are the effects of these differences? In this 
section we will discuss the implications of existing facial memory research 
in regard to these issues. 

Target face changes 

What happens to identification accuracy when the target undergoes 
some change, transformation, or disguise {e.g. changes in expression, 
orientation and pose, hair-style, and presence or absence of accessories)? 

For:nats at exposure ar.d test: Typically, the witness encounte:-s the 
criminal live. In subsequent matching tasks the suspect and decoys may 
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appear live, as in lineups, showups and courtrooms, or in static 
photographic form, as in mug!iles or photospreads. The clerk in the 
robberJ scenario encountered the suspect and decoys in both live and 
photog::-aphic form. A few law enforcement agencies have experimented '"'i th 
dynamic representations such as brief video recordings !or their files and 
used these in the identification t.lsk. A static-to-live procedure is where 
t!le police and the public are s!io•.m a photograph or composite for the 
purpose of identifying the live cr!minal. In the composite production task 
the witness attempts to create a static representation of the target face. 
A numbe:- of researc!:t efforts ha·,e addressed the effects of these for:nat 
diffe:-ences on performance in the identification tasks. 

Shepherd, Ellis and Davies {1982) exposed subjets to target faces 
tha. t we:-e presented either live, in colour video, in multiple colour 
pt:ctog.:-aphs, or in multiple black-and-white (B&W) photogt"aphs, Subjects 
we:-e told their task was to lis-::en to a 2-:ninute life stor:, and to judge 
its tn:t!lfulness. Subjects ,..e:-e tested two weeks later with lineups of 
live, video, colour photographs or B&\11 photographs. Live presentation 
ex;::osure was found to lead te signifi.cantly better identif'ication 
pe:-!'or:nance than the other modes. Lowest performance came from those 
s~bjects who we::-e initially expose~ tothe target in the photographic for.n. 

Egan, Pittner and Goldstein (1977) found that after several rete~tion 
1n~ervals {2, 21 or 56 days) live faces are better recognized than 
ptotog::-aphs at test when subjects had seen live faces at study. In 
ac~ition, Davies, Ellis and She~he::-d (1978b) found that line drawings are 
net so recognizable as photog:-apr.s. 

Since colour photog:-apns may provide a dimension of infor::iation 
nonexistent in B&W, Laughery, Alexander and Lane (1971) and Laughery {1972) 
exa::iined whether recognition perfor::iance would be enhanced by the use of 
colour compared to B&W photographs at test. The results showed that not 
or.!y was the hypothesis of colo~:- photographs over B&W unconfirmed, there 
was almost the exact same perfor:na.~ce in both conditions. 

Sussman, Sugarman and Zavala (1972) tested a similar hypothesis. 
Subjects we!"e initially shown a film depicting an event in a department 
store, and upon its completion we!"e asked to remember one of the 
characters: One hour later subjec':s were tested with the target embedded 
either in B&W video tape sequenees,in colour slide pairs, or in B&W slide 
pairs. The results showed that the B&\11 video sequences provided better 
ic!e:ttification pe:-formance than the colour slides, and the difference 
bet·.,een colour and B&W slides was marginal (p( .1 with a two- tailed test). 
From these results, Sussman et al. (1972) suggested that adding information 
at test (such as accompanies move~ent) aids identification. 

If greater amounts of information lead to better recognition 
performance, then in general, photographs should be better recognized when 
presented in colour than in B&W. On the other hand, the theoretical notion 
of encoding specificity would make a somewhat different prediction: B&W 
portraits will be bettei: recognized at test when pictures are studied in 
B&".11 than if they were studied in colour. Wogal ter and Laughery ( in press) 
examined facial recognition wi'!h presentation of B&W versus colour 
photographs at study and at test. Performance was highest when photographs 
remained in the same mode from study to test than if the mode was changed. 
These results provide some support for encoding specificity. 

However, encoding specificity does not have any prediction regarding 
a difference bet.,,een 'changed' conditions; that is, when a colour 
photograph at study is changed to B&W at test, vs when a B&W photograph at 
study is changed to colour at test. Is there an asymmetry? The results 
ir.dicated that faces studied in B&\11 and then tested in colour reduced 
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recognition performance more than study in colour and test in B&W. These 
results seem to indicate that grea ter information at test can hurt 
recognition in some circumstances. 

Pose: 
vie•.11. 
other
pose? 

The standard mugfile consists of ~~o poses, a front view and a side 
How is matching performance affe cted by the pose position? Are there 

views that would lead to better perfor~ance, such as a three-quart er 
Several research efforts have addressed thes e questions. 

Davies, Ellis and Shepherd (197Sb) prese nted full and three-quarter 
face views of tar gets and then ei the:- prese:1ted th e faces in the saoe or 
the other pos e in the recognition task. They found no difference in 
wheth er the poses wer e switched or ma.!.ntained. Laughery, Alexande:" and 
Lane (1971) also found no effe ct of changing pose from frontal full-face to 
three-quarter or vice versa compared to no ~ransformation. Krouse (1981) 
has suggested that the lac k of measures that correct for false alarm rates 
may have promoted the null finding in the above studies. Other research has 
yielded pose-change effects. Baddelel and ~oodhead (1983) presented two or 
three vie'IIS of faces and tested for recognition with full, three-quarter, 
or profile views. They found that reins tating the pose s at test that were 
presented at study provided the best performance. Tran sf ormati ons of 45 
degree s (frontal to three-quarter, profile to three-quarter, or vice vers a) 
were the next best. Changes of 90 degrees ( full to profile, and vice 
ver-sa) yielded the poorest performance. Baddeley and Woodhead (1983) 
suggest that the thre e- quarter pose allows one to gain more information 
about the face. This study as well as other- research suggests that the 
three-quarter pose contains more information than the frontal pose, and the 
profile contains less than the frontal (Patter-son & Badde ley, 1977; Krouse, 
1981). 

Accessories: There may be differences in the appearance of a tariet person 
between the ti111e of' the crime and the time of the matchin g task. These 
differences may be of the typ e referred to as accessories, which includ e 
glasse s, hair -st yles, beards, moustaches, a hat, etc. These may be 
intentional, such as dis guise s, or they may be less planned and simply 
occur with time. The time laps e bet•..,een the crime and a subsequent 
iden tifica tion may be quite long, sever al months is not uncommon. In the 
robber;; scenario the clerk did not encounter the lineup until two month s 
after the crime, and the courtroom identification occurred several month s 
after that. Time differences in the mugfile and photospread tasks may be 
much longer in a reverse sense; namely, the pho tographs may have been taken 
well before the crime, perhaps several years. In such cases differences 
due to age, weight chan ges , and so forth may even become relevant. 

Several studies have examined the effe ct of changing accessories 
between exposure and test (e.g. glasses, facial hair). Baker {1967) found 
that the addit ion of glasses to an Identi-K.i t composit e hurt recognition 
more than the addition of a moustache. Laughe:"y and Fowler (1977) reported 
that regardless of the direction of chan ge, wigs and beards decreased 
recog nition more than glasses. Patterson and Baddeley (1977) fo und that the 
addition of glasses alone had litt le effect on recognition accuracy, but 
the add it ion of glasses plus a change in orientation hurt recognition. 

Other factors and other research: Other resear ch has exa111ined the effects 
of other face-change factors on recognition. Galper and Hochberg ( 1971) 
did not find an efrect of expre ssi on change .u:om study to test. Performance 
was fairly high regardless of expr essi on changes. However, Bruce (198 2) 
has shown that changing from a smiling to an unsmilling face decreased 
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recognition accuracy. In addition, expression and pose interacted showing 
a large decrease in accuracy when both changes were made. 

Often experiments on face memory use just a single view (a picture) 
of the target. Viewing the target in multiple orientations allows 
gene!"alization to other variations of the target's face, which leads to 
better recognition when the target is shown in a new pose (Dukes & Bevan, 
1967). Familiar faces are easier to recognize despite transformations, 
presumably because familiar faces are well represented in memory - needing 
a less informative view at test to trigger recognition (Ellis, Shephe!"d & 
Davies, 1979; Ellis, 1981). 

Context diffe!"ences 

The effect of change in context at exposure and at identifica~ior. is 
related to the effects of face changes. We have seen that face changes 
bet.teen exposure and identification reduce recognition perfor:nance. A 
similar effect has been found for context changes. 

Bower and ~arlin (1974) attempted to examine the effect of context on 
recognition memory for faces. Pairs of faces were presented. At test 
pai!"s of faces were either the same, one . face of the pair was deleted, or 
the!"e was a different face paired with the target face. No context effect 
was found regardless of whether the faces were tested together, alone, or 
paired with a different face. On the othe!" hand, Watkins, Ho and Tulving 
(1976) and Winograd and Rivers-Bulkeley {1977) have found support for 
contextual effects. Watkins, Ho and Tulving (1976) sho1o1ed that 
reinstatement of a. paired face or a desc!"iptive phrase at test increased 
recognition. Winograd and Rivers-Bulkeley (1977) showed that recognition 
1o1as enhanced following compatibility ratings of male-female pairs when the 
target face was accompanied by its study partner at test. In addition, a 
change of room from study to test has been shown to reduce recognition 
(Brown, Deffenbacher & Sturgill, 1977). 

In another approach to reinstatement of context, Malpass and Devine 
(1981b) exposed subjects to a staged act of vandalism, and after an 
interval of five months, witnesses were recalled for a photo lineup. One 
group of witnesses were given guided recollection instructions to recall 
the setting they were in at the time of the incident, to visualize the 
room, their neighbours and the act and appearance of the vandal. Another 
group did not receive guided recollection instructions. The hit rate was 
greater for the group that mentally reinstated the context of the original 
incident. A similar effect has also been shown using hypnosis (Timm, 
1981). Davies and Milne (1985) examined the effects of physical 
reinstatement (same vs different room) and ~ental reinstatement of context 
( instructed guidance vs spontaneous recall) on Photofi t likenesses. They 
found that guidance increased the quality of likeness and to a lesser 
extent physical reinstatement of context {room) did also. 

Al though some of the effects reported here may be more related to 
shifts in response criterion than to memory sensi ti vi ty, the effect of 
context change appears to be an important factor in face memory. Ellis 
( 1984 l in his review of the face context literature suggests that more 
research needs to be done when there is a substantial change of context, 
such as the change from incident to police lineup. We strongly agree that 
such research would be useful in assessing context effects and in 
suggesting ways that forensic procedures might take them into account. 
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Processing factors 

What the victim or witness does in the way of processing information 
about the criminal• s face at the time the crime is committed is obviously 
going to be a factor i~ subsequent memory performance for that face. The 
issue here is not simply whether or not the ·witness e•1er locks at the face, 
but also how he/she thinks abcut or deals with that facial information. 

Reswch and theory dealing with some · aspects of encoding processes 
have employed the concept of depth of processing. Though most of this work 
has dealt with verbal materials, some of the techniques and ideas have been 
applied to faces. Problems that have been cited in the veroal learning 
literature regarding the explanatory and metaphorical nature of the 
phenomenon are also applicable to research with facial stimuli {e.g. 
Baddeley, 1978). In this paper we will not address the iss~es of depth of 
processing reasoning; rather, the results of experi~er.ts using the 
methodology will be presented in terms of what effects the variables have 
on face memory. 

Much of the depth of processing work examined the ef~ects of making 
orienting judgements of faces that direct subjects towards the face as a 
person vs the face as a visual stimulus. Most of the research indicates 
that making abstract facial judgements leads to better recognition 
performance than physical judgements. This effect has been examined in 
many experiments with a variety of orienting tasks. Warrington and Ackroyd 
{1975) reported that judge~ents of pleasantness led to be~~er performance 
than judgements of facial height. Winograd (1976} found that perso~ality 
trait and occupational stereotype judgements led to better face recognition 
than · judgements of physical characteristics, with the exception of the 
heaviness judgements. Patterson and Baddeley {1977) repcrted that trait 
judgements led to slightly better recognition performar.ce than facial 
feature judgements. Bower and Karlin (1974) and Strand and Mueller (1977) 
found that recognition memory was better if faces we:-e judged for 
likeableness or honesty than judgements of gender. Mueller, Carlomusto and 
Goldstein (1978) found that body-type inferences did not differ from 
personality trait judgements, and both of these judgements were better than 
rating physical features of faces. 

Judgements of abstract per-sonal! ty characteristics may inc:-ease the 
number of features of the face that subjects examine; and conve:-sely, the 
judgement of features may restrict scanning. When subjects look at all 
facial features with the instruction to find the most distinctive feature, 
recognition is almost as high as judgements of personal traits (Winograd, 
1978; Courtois & Mueller, 1979). Generally the differences reported here 
for depth effects are small, but appear to be reasonably reliable ac.:-oss 
experiments. 

The studies cited above employed a recognition paradigm, and indicate 
that a witness is likely to be more successful in the various forensic 
matching tasks if he/she has processed the facial information in a way that 
might be characterized as person oriented or wholistic. Different results 
have been reported, however, in research in which subjects produced a 
facial composite. Wells and Hryciw (1984) used Identi-Kit composites as 
stimuli and had subjects either do a series of trait judgeQents or physical 
feature judgements. Subjects then either constructed an Identi-Kit 
composite of the face or did a recognition task where the mate!'ials were 
composite faces. The trait judgements led to better recognition 
performance. but the phys ·ical feature judgements resul tea in better 
composite likenesses. Similar results using face production tasks, sketch 
artists and the Identi-Kit, were reported by Laughery, Duval and Wogalter 
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{1986). A cluster analysis was used to categorize subjects on the basis of 
reported strategies for encoding a target's face during a live exposure. 
Two resulting clusters were labeled wholistic processors and feature 
processors. The results indicated that performance in the production tasks 
was better for subjects characterized as feature processors. 

A further demonstration that the processing at exposure affects 
facial memory comes from a study by Shepherd, Ellis, McMur:-an and Davies 
{1978). Subjects viewed a male face that was labelled either a lifeboat 
captain or a multiple murderer. Subsequently Photofit constructions 
produced by these subjects were judged for various qualities by anothe:
group of subjects. The ratings for the two sets of Photofits were found to 
differ according to the qualities of intelligence and attractiveness. This 
result suggests that face me::iory representations can also be affected by 
irrelevar.t attributions. 

Another relevant ques:ion concerns whether the awareness of a 
subsequent test or intention to reme!:lber affects facial memor:,. No 
diffe:-ence between intentional vs incidental instructions has been reported 
for facial recognition {Bowe:- & Karlin, 1974; Chance & Goldstein, 1976; 
Light, Kayra-Stuart & Hollande:-, 1979; Strand & Mueller, 1977). Ho~ever, 
Brown, Deffenbacher & Sturgill (1977) and Deffenbacher, Brown and Sturgill 
( 1978) have found that accuracy in face identification is lowe:- when 
witnesses wet"e not aware tha': a 'laboratory crime• was occurring at the 
time. In general, the effec:s of awareness or intention have not been 
robust in the laboratory. 

Arousal and stress 

Certainly it is reasonable to assume that at the time a c:-ime is 
comr.ii tted most victims and witnesses experience some inc:-eased level of 
arousal and stress. Similarly, while the forensic task may also lead to 
heightened arousal and stress, it is likely that the level is less than 
during the crime event. How does the level of arousal and stress during 
the crime affec: encoding of facial information? Do diffe:-ences in arousal 
and stress levels during the crime and during the forensic tasks influence 
matching or procuction perfor~ance? 

These are important research questions and they have important 
practical implications. A good deal of research addressing these issues 
has been carried out to date. Deffenbacher (1983) has provided a very good 
review and analysis of this research, and we will not attempt to duplicate 
his efforts. His basic conclusion is that an apparently wide range of 
results on these issues can be understood in the context of the 
Yerkes-Dodson Law. The Law states that facilitation or interference in 
performance will occur depending on the level of arousal. The relationship 
is an inve:-ted-U function where moderate arousal provides bet'te:
performance than either lower or higher arousal. 

It should be noted that research in this area is not easy. As 
discussed earlier, the manipulation of arousal and stress in a controlled 
experimental paradigm is severely and appropriately limited by ethical 
considerations. 

Implications for forensic procedures 

There is a clear message that comes from most of the work on the 
effects of facial changes anc! context changes be.tween the initial exposure 
and the subsequent identification. Not surprisingly, the message is that 
change lowe:-s pe~formance on the identification task. Regarding face 
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changes, the implications are that forensic procedures, where possible• 
should attempt to minimize these differences. Mugfiles and photospreads 
would benefit from colour photog::-aphs, .multiple poses, and efforts to use 
photographs that are as up-to-date as possible-. The use of dynamic 
representations such as video recordings would be expected to improve the 
utility of the files. Consideration might be given to adding or deleting 
accessories to faces in the files where initial verbal reports from a 
witness indicate such changes are appropriate. It may be important to 
minimize the time between exposure and identification tasks. The point here 
is that the passage of time inc~eases the probability that facial changes 
will occur. (It is possible tha~ time may also affect the witness• memory 
for the face, an issue we will address shortly). 

The work on context effects indicates that guided instructions to 
recall the set-::ing in which the crime took place may improve witness 
performance in the forensic tasks. Presumably, where circumstances permit, 
it may even be worthwhile to rec~eate the setting, perhaps by returning to 
the scene. 

The research on processing at exposure may have implications in the 
area of training potential witnesses - bank tellers, convenience store 
clerks {such as the girl in our scenario), and so forth. Previous training 
efforts (Baddeley & Woodhead, 1983; Malpass, 1981) have focussed on feature 
analytic procedures without much success. The research reviewed here 
suggests training procedures that focus on wholistic processing or encoding 
are more likely to lead to better recognition perfor~ance. Another 
implication might be to attempt some sort of initial assessment of what 
kind of processing the witness did at the time of the cri~e and take that 
information into account in deciding which forensic procedures to employ or 
what confidence to place in the results. For example, wholistic processors 
might be directed towards forensic matching tasks, while feature analyzers 
may be more useful in producing facial constructions. We are aware of no 
research to date that directly addresses the potential for such an 
approach, although the Wells and Hryciw (1984) results certainly point to 
the potential of such procedures. 

There are ways in which research results on arousal and stress can 
potentially be applied to forensic procedures. For example, efforts could 
be made to minimize the stress associated with the forensic task itself. 
Attempts might be made to assess the stress associated with exposure to 
the crime. On this latter point, it may be possible to assume very high 
stress levels f'or certain categories of crime such as rape or murder and 
base the procedures on these assumptions. 

Post-Exposure Processing 

We have already pointed out that a good deal of time may elapse 
between the crime event and the forensic tasks. Further:.tore, as was the 
case in our convenience store scenario, the witness may be involved in a 
series of forensic tasks. How does the time elapsed influence performance 
on matching or production tasks? How does the participation in one of 
these .tasks affect performance on subsequent tasks? In the scenario the 
clerk worked with an Identi-Kit technician to construct a facial composite 
and two days later examined a photospread. Does the construction task 
facilitate performance in the identification, does it interfere, does it 
matter? In this section we will address these questions. 
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Retention interval 

A number of res earch effor ts have addressed the effect s of the 
passage of time on recosnizing a pre •.riously encounter ed face. Chance, 
Gold st ein and McBri de (1975) found no difference in identification between 
immedia te test in g and a 48 hour delay. In other studies, no effect was 
found between immediate testing and a 2-day inte rval (Goldstein & Chance, 
197 : ) or a one week interval { Laughe:-:,, Fe ss ler, Lenorovi tz & Yob lick, 
197t. ) . Oeffenbacher, Carr and Le•.J (1981) not only found no recognition loss 
f::-om t1'1o minutes to two weeks but in sor::e cases fo und a small improvement. 
Ste pher d and Ellis (1973) found no effect of a week's delay. However, they 
did note an inter action of att ractiv e:,ess and delay . After 35 days 
rec ognition per~orm ance decreased for faces rated moderately attr active bu~ 
did not chan .ge for faces that were rated least and most attr active. 

Other research has found fac:al me~or-J decreases with delay. Davies, 
Elli s and Shepherd (1978b) reporte~ tha~ with short duration presentations 
( 250 ms) at study, recog niti on mer.:or-; for a sing le face decreases over a 
3-·,..eek interva l . Krouse {1981) us i ng police office::-s as subjects, found 
dete~ioration of ident ific ation accuracy over a few days following 
exposure. Shepherd {1983 ) exa~!:ied identi fic ation performance for an 
une xpect ed sta aed event at de!.a;,s of l week, l month, 3 months and 11 
mcnt ~s. Desp ite a stead y decline :.,ith delay, only the 11 month reten tion 
in:::e:-·,al diff e:-ence was st atistica ll y significant. the miss rate (failure 
to select the·t arg et) increased at the 11 month interval, while the false 
a la:-~ rate did not differ at any delay. Malpass and Devine {1981a) staged 
an unexpected act of vandalisr.i and reported that after a delay of five 
mor.ths compared to a 1-3 day dela :,, the hit rate decre ased and the false 
ala rm rat e inc ~e ased. Egan, Pittn er and Goldstein (1977) using delay s of 
two days, 21 days and 56 days found the false alarm rate increa s ed with 
de lay but there :.,as no change in the hit rate. 

Interestingly, sev e ral experiments have noted facial recognition 
improveme nt with increas i ng delays. This phenomenon, reminiscence, has 
been repo rted in several experiments. Milner (1968) found recognition 
i1:1proved with a 90 second delay com.pared to an immediate test. Wallace, 
Colthear'; and Forster (1970) found face recognition increased from an 
im..1ediat e test to 45 second st-.dy-tes::: interval. And, as noted above, 
Deffenbach el:' et al. ( 1981 J found a small recognition improvement in some 
circ umst ances. 

Deffenbac her {1986) has a'!:-::empted to sort out these apparently 
inconsistent research findings. He has pointe d out that the data can be 
desc::-ibed by a power or exponen: ial function where the rate of loss 
inc reases with time. 

Faces inte:-vening bet~een exposure and test 

In virtually all forensic s:.tuations other things go on beside the 
pas sage of time between the ini t:..al encounter with the er iminal and a 
subs equen t mat ching or production effort. One intervening exper ienc e is 
see ing other faces. Thes e fac es may merely be other people with whom the 
witne s s comes into contact, they may be other faces in the forens ic tasks, 
or both. A forensic task example ~ou ld be the faces in the mug fi le sear ch 
that precede the target face ( if in fact the target face is there) • Do 
thes e intervening faces have a nega tive influ ence on identification? 

Laughery, Alexander and Lane (1971) and Laughery et al. (1974) found 
iden ti fication accuracy decreased as the number of intervenin g faces 
inc:-eased and as the faces were more simi l ar to the target face . Davies, 
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Shepherd and Ellis (1979a) repor-ted that searching through intervening 
faces decreased both hit rate and false alarm :-ate. Deffenbacher, Carr and 
Leu (1981 ) found that inspection of in~rpolated faces decreased hits but 
had no effect on fa ls e alar:r:s. They also found that a two-week delayed 
present at ion of the inter po lated face set produc ed a small e r effect than 
when presentation of the set imme~iately followed exposure to the target. 

Brown, Deffenbacher an d Stu;-gill {1977) exposed subjects to live 
ta rgets and then had thel!l examine a photosp:-ead that somet i mes contained 
the t a rget and so metime s not. A week later subje ct s returned and were 
co nfronted with a live pa::-ade that sometimes contained the target and 
somet imes a nontarget that ~ad been sh own in the earlier ph otospr ead. They 
found that nontarget faces s een in the photospread were just a s likely to 
be selected as t ar get faces not exposed in the photospread. 

In a related study on the confusion effect - one that could just as 
wel l have been discu ss ed in the section on exposure factors - Loftus (1976) 
fo und that a face may be wrongly se lected if it was exposed near in time to 
the event . Subjects were given a desc;-iption of several individuals as 
their photographs were shown. One of the six pi c tures contained the 
su s pe ct. When a 'by stande:-• face · was present in a lineup with new faces it 
was often identifi ed as the target. 

In the previous sec-::ion, e•1idence was presented suggesting that 
increasing the retention interval up to several weeks and perhaps two or 
three mon~hs produces lit~le or nc e~fect on recognition memo:-y. Since it 
is likely that a witness would see many people's faces on a social basis 
during such an inte:-val, a negative effect on recognition would be 
expect e d. Contextual similarity may play a role in this phenomenon. John 
Shephe::-d (Ellis , 1984) has su gg es"ed that the more similar the context of 
th e intervening situation to the original encounter, the grea~er the 
inte:-ference. Conve::-sely, the mo:-e different the situations, the less 
interf er ence. 

Generally, however, the resea.-ch re sult s indicate that exposure to 
othe:- faces between the c:-::.me and the i dentification task has a negative 
effect. It appears that subjects may confu se a nontarget face with the 
target face and tnake w;-ong sele:;tions - an impo:- ~ant and undesirable 
outcome. 

Face rehear sa l 

Seeing ot her fa c es in naturai se-::tings or as part of a forens ic task 
is not the only type of post-exposure ~:-ocessing of !aces that goes on. In 
th e robbe ry scenario the cle:-k engaged in at least two forensic tasks 
be tween seeing the c:-imin al an d exa~:'.r.ing th e photo s pread; sh e ve:-bally 
desc:-ibed the pe:- so n to the police of~icer and she ~orked with a technici an 
to const ru ct an Identi-Kit composite. Almost ce rtainly bot h of these tasks 
involved some sort of visual imaging of the fac e - thinking about what he 
looked 1 ik e . Several re s ear-ch ef:fo;-"s have explored the effects of these 
kinds of inter-ven in g activities on s~~sequent identification. 

Phillips (1978) ha s demons"rated th at 90% of the subjects in a study 
could "image a face pic-::ure 20 minutes later. Graefe and Watkins (1980) 
have also demonstrated that facial images can be effectively rehearsed. 
Read ( 1979) has shown th at mentally rehearsing facial image s improves 
recognition relative to other post-presentation tasks. 

A few studies have examined the effect s of produ ci ng a sketch or 
composite of a face on subsequent ident i fication. In an informal followup 
to a study on sketc h a nd Identi-Kit procedures, Laughery and Fowler {1977) 
found that recognition was very high, virtually perfect, 6-12 months an:er 
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the construc-::ions were completed. Meuld in and Lai.:ghe:-y (1981) and 
Wogal te:-, Laughe!"y and Thompson ( 1986) :found that recognition was 
f acil itated by an inte::-vening cor.struction. On the othe:- hand, Hall (1977) 
:found a decrease in identif ication pe:-!ormance for subjects who had worked 
wi th a r tists to const:-uct a sketch of the target :face. A third study by 
Davies, Ellis and Shephe:-d (1978a) showed no effect of Photo fi t 
cor.st:-uctions or. s~bsequent recognition. Obviously, the results of these 
studie s paint a less-than-clear picture . 

A final question he:-e conce:-ns ~,e ef~ects of ve!"oally describing a 
f ace on late.:- identi:fication. Wogalter e t al. (1986) repor"t t·.o 
ex~eri~ents in ~hich a ve:-bal desc!"iption o:f a target fac s had no effec~ on 
subsequent recogn:cion. Mauldin and Laughery (1981) had subjects complete 
an extens i ve ve:-~al chec klist of facial feature desc:-iptors after exposu:-e 
t o a target face . A positive but not statistically s ign i ficant effect of 
tr.is task on subseq~ent recognition ~as found. Wogalter e t al. (1986) found 
t~a: a ve:-bal descriptor checklist had a negative ef f ect on late:
r ecognition. These results reflect no clearcut pattern. 

Thet"e ar e sc::1.e pos s ible explanat:.ons as to ,.,h:r" ve::-:>all y describing a 
face, which might be regarded as a fc:-m of rehearsa l , dces not facilitate 
su~seq uent iden~ificaticn. One possibility is that pec; l e are si~ply not 
gocd at this pa:-ticular ve:-ba l task, and· the verbal coce being generated 
and :-ehearsec i s not helpful. A se cond possibility may be that success on 
facial recognition tasks is more a function of wholisti c rerresentations of 
f acia l information, and ve!"bal desc::-iptions tend to be feature oriented. 

Imolicat i ons of post-ax~osu:-e processing research res~lts 

What do the results of these various research ef fo:-ts tell us about 
the forensic ta!.ks? Ce!"tainly this is an important q~estion, since as 
illu s trat ed by the robbery sce::a:-io a variety of forensic memory tasks 
are commonly e~ployed over a substantial period of time bet~een the crime 
even t and the fina l decision in the court. Of the various intervening 
act:i. •1ities and even t s studied, one clearly seer.is to be im~ortan t; name!.y, 
the number and s i::t!.larit:, of faces encounter ed by the wi -:ness in carrying 
out the ma tching tasks. The implication of this research is that efforts 
should be made to reduce the size of the mugfiles be~ore the matching task 
is begun. Sex, race and type of c:-ime are factors currently employed for 
th i s purpose. It may be wor"thwhi1.e to consider other potent i ally use:~ul 
factors for culling files. 

Pe::-haps of e•Jen greater conce:-:"I is the possibili t:, of false alarms 
resulting from exposure to a decoy face in one of the early forensic tas~s. 

In the robbe:-7 scer.ario the clerk note d a second face in the photospr ~ad 
that had some rese::iolance to the target but ~as not so likely as the first 
face. In each subsequent 111atc!'li:"1g task, the lineup and cou.troom, the 
wi t :1ess was inc:-easingly confide::-: of he!" identification. The resea:-ch 
re sults provide a basis for concern about the effects of seq uencin g 
procedure s in this fashion. We will return to this point in the aene::-al 
disc~ssion. 

While the eviden c e see ms to i ndicate that time delays of many weeks 
or months result in poorer perfor::tance, it is interesti ng to note that tim e 
de!.ays of the order of seve:-al weeks or less do not have 111uch effect on 
ide:"ltification. These results suggest some forensic tactics. First there 
may be no reason to rush the identification or production tasks. Care can 
be taken to construct photospreads and lineups or to ar :-ange othe:
procedures without having to wo-:-:-y about memo::-:, losses. Second, in 
si tuations wher:"e the witness or victim has experienced a great deal of 
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stress, time need not be a constraint in dealing with the stress problem 
before attempting the forensic tasks. 

Person Factors 

A great deal of research on facial me~ory has focused on factors that 
are person oriented - characteristics of the witness and target. While such 
factors cannot be manipulated in the design of forensic tasks, an awareness 
of their potential effects can be important. 

Cross-racial factors 

Considerable facial me:nory research has been done on cross-racial 
effects; that is, racial differences between the witness and the crim i nal. 
Most of this work has been carried out using Blacks and lll'hi tes, al though 
some research has included Orientals. Two recent papers, Lindsay and Wells 
(1983) and Brigham and Malpass {1985), have provided very good reviews and 
analyses of the research. Consequently, we will discuss this topic only 
briefly. 

Generally, people can distinguish faces of their own race bet~er than 
faces of other races. This has been termed the own-race bias or 
cross-racial effect. A number of studies provide support for a complete or 
nearly complete crossover interaction using Black vs II/hi te subjects and 
target faces (Brigham & Barko·"i tz, 1978; Brigham, Maas, Snyder & Spaulding, 
1982; Shepherd, Oeregowski & Ellis, 1974). Chance et al. {197.5) have shown 
that Japanese vs Caucasions also display the cross-racial effect. Other 
studies have not reported a complete crossover interaction using Black vs 
White subjects { Brigham & Williamson, 1979 ; Cross, Cross & Daly 1971), and 
some have reported no crossover {Brigham & Barkowitz, 1978; Luce, 1974; 
Malpass & Kravitz, 1969). 

Bothwell, Brigham and Malpass {1985), reported in Brigham and Malpass 
{1985), carried out a meta-analysis in which they examined the size of the 
differences in performance in identifying o\111\ and other race faces from 14 
studies. This analysis supported the conclusion that II/hi tes and Blacks 
better recognize own-race faces than other-race faces. 

Shepherd (1981) reviewed the research to determine whet her prejudice 
can accou nt for the crossover effect. He concluded the evidence on this 
question is weak. The reason most often given for own-race bias is that 
through greater experience with members of one's own race, greater 
knowledge of within-race variatio n is acquired. Presumably, for other races 
some of the important information cues for distinguishing within-race 
differences are different an d are not so well acquired by other-race 
members. Thus, members of the other race may not pay attention to relevant 
distinguishing features. With greater expo s ure to other-race members, the 
cross-racial effect should disappear. Indeed, local racial integration 
moderates the cross-racial effect, increasing recognition performance for 
cross-racial faces (Cross et al., 1971; Feinman & Entwistle, 1976; 
Shepherd et al., 1974}. For example, using white convenience store clerks 
i n a study, Brigham et al. (1982) found a small but significant 
relationship between cross-ra ci al face recognition ab ility and 
self-reported cross-racial experience. 

On the other hand, some research has shown no significant 
relationship between recognition accuracy and self-reported cross-racial 
exp er ience ( Brigham & Barkowi tz, 1978; Luce, 1974; Malpass & Kravitz, 
1969). According to Brigham and Malpass {1985) the interracial experience 
explanation has been sh own to be supported only weakly by research. They 
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suggest that investigators need more ref in ed 111easure s of the nature and 
quality of contact. 

Can train in g improve face memory skills so that the cross-racial 
effect disappears? Malpass, Lavigueur and Weldon {1973) found that 
training can improve white subjects• identification of Black fac es up to a 
level equal to White faces. Lavrakas, Buri and Mayzner (1976) al so found 
that with training White subjects' identification of Blacks improved to a 
level equal to that for White fac es, but the effects of the training did 
not survive long. Elliott, Wills and Goldstein (1973) found th at with 
tr ain in g White subje cts did as well as on Oriental faces as White faces. 

Lindsay and Wells {1983) argue that because only a few published 
cross - racial studies employed a forensic paradigm, conclusions 
cha ra cte riz in g the cross-racial eyewitness as less accurate are pre r:iature. 
The most consistent finding in this area is that White witnes se s identify 
White faces with the highest accuracy. The other-race effe cts are less 
consistent ac~oss studies. 

Lindsay and Wells (1983) have also questioned whether cross-racial 
differences are important. Interestingly, they argue that cross-racial 
line ups pro vi de better diagnostici ty than same-ra ce lineups when using the 
forensic pa ra digm. Diagno st ici ty (Lindsay & Wells, 1980; Wells & Lindsay, 
1980) is a measure of identification accuracy; it is the ratio of 
identifications of a suspect when the suspect is the actual criminal to the 
identifications of the suspect who is not the criminal. They have 
demonstrated that diagnosticity of a lineup increases with increased 
similarity be t~een th e lineup decoys and the su sp ect - in spite of the fa ct 
that accurate identifications of the guilty person were reduced. They 
argue that cross-racial identifications from lineups are better than 
same-race identifications and they are more fair because the members appear 
more similar. The crilllinal that was actually seen by the eyewitness es will 
continue to draw a relatively large proportion of cho ic es compared to 
decoys who simply resemble the criminal. Data to support this argument are 
provid ed by Lindsay, Wells and Rumpel ( 1981) in which same-race subjects 
made slightly more h i ts but also made more false alarms to othe:-s who 
resembled the sus pect. 

Unique physic al appearance 

Faces differ in how well they are remembered. What are the 
characteristics or properties of a face that influence its memorability? A 
number of research efforts have add re ss ed this question. 

Peters (1917), cited in Ellis (1975), found that faces that had been 
r at ed for pleasantness were recognized more frequently if they were on the 
extremes of this scale than if they were rated intermedi at e. Since then, 
there has been additional research on this topic with faces rated on 
attractiveness (Fleishman, Buckley, Klosinsky, Smith & Tuck, 1976 ; Shepherd 
& Ellis, 1973) and beauty {Cross, Cross & Daly, 1971). Faces which depart 
from a medium or neutral value on attractiveness are more likely to be 
recognized than faces rated at the medium level. Furthermore, an 
interaction of attractiveness and delay has been found by Shepherd and 
Elli s (1973) where memory was found to deteriorate faster for faces of 
modera te attractiveness than faces of high and low attractiveness. 

Shepherd {1981) , in a review of this liter a ture , sugges t s that the 
evidence points to distictiveness (or atypicality) rather than 
attractiveness. Attr active and unattractive faces are very distinctive. 
Resear ch on typicality {or atypicality) has used faces defined by ratings 
of usual to unusual in appea rance {Light, Kayra-Stuart & Hollander, 1979) 
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and high vs low uniqueness (Goin g & Read, 1974) , Hieher recognition was 
found for atypical (unusual, unique) fa ces. 

In an identification task distractors will differ in how often they 
produce false alarms. Davies, Shepherd and Ellis. ( 1979b l found that 
distractor faces previously determined to be similar by a cluster analysis 
were responsible for most false alarms. Also, atypical di s tractors ar e 
less likely to be false alaniied (Courtois & Mueller, 1981). 

S inc e recent revie•..,s {Carey , 1981; Yarmey, 1984) have covered muc:: of 
the facial research concerning age differences, only a few impor~ant 
studies will be briefly mentioned here. Carey (1981 ) conclud ed that face 
encoding performance increases from 2 to 10 ye ar s old. At 8 years, 
children are very bad encoders of unfamiliar faces, but by age 10 they ar ~ 
approach i ng the performance of adults. 

Carey and Diamond (1977) and Diamond and Carey (1977) suggest tha't 
young children us e piecemeal/featura l extraction in facial encoding, 
whereas adults tend to use more wholistic/configurational/relational 
information when unfamiliar faces are encoded. They suggest this 
difference is due to the lack of a sufficiently developed facial schema in 
children. In add i tion, at younger ages, salient, though sometimes 
irre l evant, stimuli may capture attention - perhaps diverting it away from 
importan t face information. 

Research has also been done at the other end of the age spectrum with 
elderly subjects. Yarmey (1984) in his revie.., of this literature 
concluded that younger adults perform b~tter on facial memory tasks than 
the elderly. 

Gender ---
Many studies have been reported on the is su e of male-femal e 

differ ences in facial memory. The results have not been consistent. 
According to Shepherd (1981), out of 35 published face recognition 
experiments, 17 showed a female superiority and 18 showed no difference. 
Overall., th e research suggests that women may be marginally better at 
recognizing faces. However, studies have shown th at following exp os ur e to 
a target under violent condi tons, females were le s s accurate (Clifford & 
Scott, 1978) and less complete (Kuehn, 1974) in their recall than males. 
Furthe:-, some r es earch {McCall, Mazanec, Erikson & Smith, 1974; Powe!"s, 
Andriks & Loftus, 1979) has shown that details are retained better fo r 
one's own se x. 

To the extent that there is a gender dif'ference favour in g females, 
perhaps this difference is a reflection of a greater inte!"est in facial 
appearance. This interest may lead to more proces si ng of' facial 
information. Hence, the difference may be primarily motivational. 

Implications of re se ar ch on person fa ctors 

In this section we have cited research on s e veral pe::-son factors -
race, target uniqueness, witness age and gender. As noted, these are not 
factors that can be manipulated in the forensic setting, but an 
understandi~g of their effects on performance in forensic tasks may provide 
a bas i s for properly interpreting the outcomes of forensic tasks. In their 
revie'AS of the cross- rac i al eff' ects, Lindsay and Wells (1983) and Brigham 
and Ma lp as s (1985) have discussed the implications of this research. 
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There are a couple of rath er obvious points that can be made 
regarding the forensic implicat io ns of the finding s on facial uniqueness or 
typicality. To the extent t hat a target face has unusual characteristics, 
the confidence tha i: an id ent ifi cation is correct may be gr eater, In th e 
construction of photo sprea c s or lineups , typicality of' the decoys is a 
factor that should be taken into account if the procedure is to provide a 
fair tes t of memory. 

THE COMPUTER; A USZFUL FORENSIC TOOL 

The i ncreasingly ubiquitous computer has the pot ent ial to make 
substant i al contributions to f orens i c tasks involving memory for races, 
Laughery, Rhodes and Batten (1981) di scussed computer applications in this 
area and rev ie wed a variety of res earch efforts. They categorized the 
research into three types of computer applica tions; as an aid in facial 
construction, as a device for measuring facial images, and as a tool in 
recognit io n systems. The second of these cat egories, measuring images, is 
not par ticularly relevant to th e issues in this paper; the other two 
clearly are. 

In the half-dozen or so years since the Laughery et al. (1981) pape r, 
enormous advances have occurred in computer hardware and software that are 
rele vant to these forensi c applica tions. Low-cost micro computers wi th 
la rg e a.r.1ounts of me~ory and excellent image proces si ng software now ex ist. 
Whil e a greater potential exists for using the computer as an a id in 
construc-:ing i111ag-es from memory, we are aware of no recent research or 
developments on this appl i cation. Two research activities have been 
rep ort ed on computerize d re cognition syst ems, however, that seem 
noteworthy, The two systems ar e called CAPSAR and FRAME, and they employ 
different types of alg orithms. 

Laughery e t al. (1981) characterized computer based r ecognition 
systems as being or two types: sequencing algorithms and matc hin g 
algorithms. A sequencing alg orithm takes as input some information 
(par ameter values) about a target face. These parameter values are then 
compared to the values for each face in the search set (i .e. mugfile) and a 
'distance' is computed for each face in the set. This distance is defined 
by some predetermined distance function and is a measure of similarity 
be ween th e tar get face and the faces in the set. The faces can then be 
ordered, sequenced, on the basis of similarity to the target face. However, 
a 'pruning' procedure is employed in which faces in th e set that fall 
outside the values of the s earch parameters are eliminated, pruned, from 
the set. As more parameter values are entered, the siz e of the set to be 
searched is r educed. The objective of both types of procedures is to end 
up with a small number of races to be searched by the witness. 

I t should be noted that procedures such as these are included in the 
type s of forensic tasks currently employed. When the clerk in our scenari o 
rep ort ed that the criminal was a black male, probaoly in his 20's, and 
about 6 feet tall, a photospread of 10 faces was assembled in which these 
paramete~ s were taken into account. The utility of the computer in these 
situations comes from its ability to handle large amounts of' data - many 
parameters and files wi th many faces. We will comment further on this 
point. 

CAPSAR - A Matching Algorithm Apprcach 

Lenoro v i tz and Laughery ( 1984 ) 
utility of a matching algorithm. They 

reported a study on the potential 
developed a witness- computer inter-
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active system for searching a simulated mugf ile. The system is labelled 
CAPSAR (Computer-A ssisted Photographic Search And Retrieval). The faces in 
this study consisted of 335 Ident i -Kit images, of which five were used as 
targets and the remaining 330 made up the file. The witness was shown a 
face which was to ser ve as the t arget. The search procedure began by 
showing · th e witn es s a face from the file s~lected at random. The witness 
responded to thi s face by noting differences betwe en it and the target face 
in his/her memory . These differences then se rved as a basis for pruning 
the file. For exampl e , if the witnes s said the target had thinner lips 
than the displayed face, all faces in the file with lips as thick or 
th!.cl<e:::- than the displayed face were elimina ted from the file. When the 
pruning ?ro cedur e was complete, another face was randomly sel ec ted from the 
remaining file and displayed. Again differences were identif ie d and fa ces 
el.:.mina-:~ d from the file. This cycle continued until either of two 
criteria wer e met: a face was displayed and identified as the target, or 
the file was red uce d to SO or fewer faces. In the latter case the re111aining 
faces were then presented serially as a standard search and identification 
task. 

The re sul ts of CAPS AR using the interact ive, matchin g algorithm 
procedure were compared wi th result s . from a proc edure employing a 
straightfor~ard linear sear ch through the entire file. These results are 
prese nted in Table l. The CAPSAR system led to a gre ater number of correct 
identifications and fewer false identifications. Another result worth 
noting from the linear search procedure concerns identification performan ce 
as a function of where in the se t t he target face occ urred. Six dif1'erent 
target positions were used, and the results are sh own in Figure 1. Clearly 
the h it rate dec re ased across positions. While the pattern of false alarms 
is not s o cle arcut , generally rnore false alarms occurred when the target 
appeared late in the sequence. 

The:-e are numerous questions to be an s were d before concluding that 
this type of interactive, matching algorithm proc edure should be employed 
for s ea rching real mugfiles. CAPSAR is a prototype syst em using artifici al 
faces. The facia l differen ce s were defined on the basis of an 18-fe at ure 
code {Yoblick , 1973 ) , and pruning decisions were based i n part on results 
of a study of subject s • abilitie s to detect diff er ence s in these feature 
codes for Identi-Kit features. Applyin g the procedures to re al faces will 
require defining those dimensions of faces on which differen ce s are 
detected and what kinds of errors subjects make in the difference detecti on 
task. This latter poi nt is critical, because one type of er ror the sys tem 
cannot tole rat e i s pruning the t ar get f ace. While these and other similar 
issues require serious analysis bef ore s uch a system could be implemented, 
th e results are ce rta inly promising. Furthermore, such procedures address 
some of th e problems encountere d in current forensic tasks th a t were 
discussed in the ear lie::- sections. We will return to this point in the 
discussion. 

FRAME - A Sequencing Algor ith m Aporoach 

Shepherd (1986) has recently reported on a witness-comput e!'" 
interactive system be ing developed by him and his colleagues at Aberdeen. 
Their system called FRAME (Face Retrieval And Matchi ng Equipment) employs 
a sequencing algorithm. In this study 1000 male faces were photographed to 
serve as the f ile . The face s were selected to be representative of' a 
police file with regard to age, moustaches, beards and glasses. The fac es 
are stor~d in photographic form on a videodis c and can be address ed 
individually by a compute r for display on a television set. 
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Table l 
Identification Results with CAPSAR and Linear Search Procedures 
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The second component of FRAME is a data base consisting of 50 · 
attribute/parameter values for each of the 1000 faces. Three of the 50 
parameters are height, weight and age. The remaining 47 parameters are 
facial attributes. The values of 21 of these attributes were physical 
measurements and the rer.iaining 26 values were determined by ratings from 
trained judges. 

The third component of FRAME is a computer program that takes 
information from the witness and computes distances, similarities, between 
the target face and the faces in the file. The algorithm uses those 
parameters about which the witness has provided information. It is also 
capable of using confidence jud 6ements from the witness to weight the 
parameters. The file is then ordered on the basis of similarities, and 
faces can be presented via television to the witness for identification 
starting with the most similar face. 

Shepherd,(1986) reported three experiments using the FRAME system. In 
the first experiment subjects were exposed to a target face on television, 
while in the second the target face was identified as someone they knew and 
who was in the file. Subjects then provided infor:-mation about the face. 
The specific procedure he:-e was the subject described the target to the 
experimenter and then the experimenter had the subject rate on a five point 
scale those parameters which had been mentioned spontaneously. Distances 
were then computed between the target face and each face in the file. The 
10 most similar faces were presen~ed sequentially to the target, beginning 
with the most similar. Following this 10-item identification task, 
subjects were permitted to amend search parameter values, sim;larities were 
recalculated, and a second 10-ite!ll identification task was carried out. 
This amend-recalculate-identify cycle was repeated three times in the first 
experiment, resulting in four identification trials, and twice in the 
second experiment, resulting in three identification trials. In the first 
experiment whe:-e the target was presented on television the hit rates on 
the four trials were .56, • 72, • 78 and ,84. The second experiment 
involving known targets had hit rates of • 70 and .80 on trials l and 3 
(trial 2 was not reported). 

In the third experiment the FRAM£ procedure was compared to a full 
file linear search procedure in which subjects searched through all 1000 
photogr:-aphs which had been arranged in four albums each containing 250 
faces. The target exposure consisted of projecting the face on a screen. 
Two variables were manipulated in this experiment; distinctiveness 
(distinct or nondistinct) and the .position of the target face in the album 
search (97, 353, 649 and 898). Results for the distinct and nondistinct 
faces are shown in Figure 2, \!Ji th distinct target faces, the FRAME and 
album search procedures led to similar performance levels, and there were 
no position effects. For nondistinct faces identification performance with 
FRAME was similar to distinct faces, but perfor:-mance on the album search 
was significantly poorer. As shown in Figure 3, performance clearly 
deteriorated across positions when the face was nondistinct. 

A final point of interest in these three experiments concerns the 
attributes or facial · features reported most often by subjects. 
Characteristics of hair (length, colour, texture) and eyebrow thickness 
were among the most frequently mentioned attributes in all three 
experiments. Other characteristics often mentioned were lip thickness and 
eye colour. Not surprisingly, more attributes were described by more 
subjects in experiment 2 where the target was known. 
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Implications of research with computerized slsterns 

Both the CAPSAR and FRAME systems have provided results that are 
.exceptionally promising. By using the power of the computer to store large 
quantities of facial information which can then be analyzed and evaluated 
on the basis of information obtained from a witness, some of the problems 
of using large mugfiles effectively are addressed. There are other issues 
and potential advantages associated with such systems. Cost, file 
maintenance and personnel are examples, and we will address them in the 
general discussion. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

In this paper we have attempted to review the research on memory for 
faces that has the greatest implications for forensic procedures. As noted 
in the beginning, our efforts have been selec';;i ve. Most of the research 
reviewed has focused on identi!'ying factors that influence .facial 
identification. Other work has explored the quality of facial 
constructions. While we have presented some ideas about the implications 
of the research, in this section we will.summarize those ideas and discuss 
some others. 

Factors that Influence Performance in Forensic Tasks 

There are several factors related to or a part or the forensic tasks 
themselves, what Wells (1978) calls system variables, that influence the 
pe:·formance of a witness. The research has shewn that among the most 
powerful of these variables are: (1} changes in the target face between 
exposure and the identi!'ication task, and (2) exposure to decoy faces. 
Another factor that can have a strong effect, although it is not part of 
the forensic procedures, is any unique characteristic( s) of the target 
face. It is also of considerable interest to note that one potentially 
important factor, time delay, does not appear to matter very much; at least 
~t over time periods of several weeks. 

We mention the above factors here because they are important to the 
design of forensic systems. We have discussed implications of the 
individual factors earlier. If we consider them together, however, some 
general principles of forensic systems design emerge. A first principle is 
that the system should be careful to avoid alte:-ing or influencing the 
memory of the witness. Other faces that mak~ up the decoys in the matching 
tasks have such an effect, and the consequences may be fewer correct 
identifications as well as more false identifications. Emphasis should be 
placed on reducing the size of the face sets and keeping the number of 
different forensic tasks to a minimum. We realize that in photospreads and 
lineups some. minimum number of alternatives, appropriately selected, is 
necessary to have a fair test of memory. Situations where a witness may be 
involved in several mugfile, photospread or lineup tasks, such as those 
described. in our robbery scenario, may in some situations be 
counterproductive. 

A second principle concerns time; usually there is no need to rush 
into the forensic tasks. Time spent gathering other evidence that may help 
reduce these~ of alternatives to which the witness will be exposed in the 
matching tasks may be time well spent. Of course there may be many reasons 
for law enforcement agencies to move quickly, but witness memory is not one 
of them. 
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Change s in the face between the cr i me and the forensic ta sk hav e 
pot ent ef fe cts, and 111inimizing these differences where possible is an 
important t hir d principle. Keeping files up- t o-date is an obviou s st ep. 
But it may also be possible to use the f iles more creatively in ways that 
will ta ke adva ntage of the wit ness' memory. For example, if the witn es s 
reports t he cr imin al had a moustache, it is possible to add a moustache to 
faces in th e file. Such modifications may be part i cul ar ly use f ul in 
dealing with poss ible changes in facial acce ss ories (glasses, beards, 
moustaches, hair styles, makeup, etc . ). 

Uni que or a typ ic al fac es are better remembe!"ed. Frequently, the 
properties of a face that make it unique are not obviou s. But someti mes 
t hey are, su ch as scars, unusual markings, or an ex tr eme valu e of a feature 
dimen s ion. Ad~antage sho uld be taken of such information , a f ourth des ign 
principle. 

I t is our opinion tha t these principles, and others , need to be 
considered in th e context of managing a rather complex information sy stem . 
. Mugfil es, photospreads, lineups are examples of infor:nation systems where 
one is attempting to l ocate or re tr ieve some information that meets a se t 
of cr i te!"ia. One important criterion is to match the 111emory of the 
witnes s. The principles tell us how the .system ne eds to work in order to 
maximize success. But how do we effectively reduce the size of th e mugfile 
without pruning th e tar ge t face? How do we kee p the file up- to- da te, al te r 
f ace s in the file, and make extens iv e in formati on about each face available 
in a use f ul way? In our opinion , th e most promising appr oach to ach i ev in g 
these goa ls is comput ers. 

Co~puterized Facial Infor~ation Sys tems 

Compute r s, of course, are not new to law enforc ement. Our con cer n 
here is focusse d on the application of computers to forensic ta s ks involving 
a witn es s at te mpt i ng to identify a target face in a s et of al te rnativ es. 
Ther e is a second appl i cation of computers to forensic tasks involving 
facial memory on whi ch we wil l al s o comment; namely, the produ c tion of a 
hard copy rep re senta tio n . 

In an ea r lie r se cti on resea r ch on two computer iz ed identificati on 
s 7st ems, CAPSAR and FRAME, was reviewed. The results of these efforts are 
quite promising. It was demonstrated that information from the witnes s ' 
memory for the t ar get face could be us ed effec tiv el y to red uce th e size of 
the file and increase the probability of a correct identification. As 
promising as these re sults are , es pecially the FRAME sy st em which emplo yed 
a real-f ace data base , this work has only scratched the surf ace with 
re sp ec t to computer appli ca tions in th i s area. The hard ware and s oft war e 
technology availabl e today offers excellent possibilities f or ap pl ying 
other desi gn principles. Faces in the computerized file coul d be altered , 
such as modi.fying acce ss ories. Virtually unlimited information about the 
fa ce s (and ot her char ac te ri st ics of the pe rs on) could be stored and 
pr oce s se d. Also, importantly, the proc edures can be interactive enabling 
th e sy ste m t o take advan ta ge of information as the witne ss remembers it. 

Ther e are other po tential applications that a coll\puterized facial 
information system coul d provide. An example would be situations where a 
photograph is taken of the criminal's face during the crime, such as with a 
hidden camera during a bank robbe:-y or a forged check ca sh ing incident. 
Computerized patt er n re cogni ti on systems off er exce ll en t pot ential for such 
identifications by matching the photo gr a phi c image to the fi le images, 

The above d is cuss ion of comput er appl ic at ions concerns identification 
procedures. A dif fe rent forensic applic a ti on of computer s concern s the 
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construction task. The research on generating hard-copy representations 
(Davies, 1981 , 1983, 1986) indicates that performance on such tasks 1 s 
usually poor - at best. There may be many reasons for this lack of 
success, including limitations in the devices and. difficulties in 
communication between the witness and the artist/operator. One possibility 
that would address some of the shortcomings would be to have the witness 
directi°y produce the image. The usual prol:Hem here, of course, is on the 
response or output side. Few people can do a good job in drawing a face. 
Laughery et al. (1981) in their earlier review discussed this application 
and the research that had be~n reported up to that time. We are not aware 
of any significant research on this application since then. However, 
considerine the hardware and software developments that have occurred, the 
potential for progress in this area seems substantial. 

As stated, the hardware and software technology is available today to 
implement these i deas. Furthermore, it is available at costs that are 
within reason for many law enforcer.tent agencies. We sho uld not over look 
the fact, however, that there are other costs associated wi th the 
implementation and maintenance of such systems. Specifically, there may be 
significant personnel costs in training people to use the system and in 
coding information as new files are developed and as new people are added 
to exis ting files. We cannot say at this point what the cost-benefit 
ratios of such systems might be, but it is well worth exploring. 

Future Fac es Research for Forens ic Appl ications 

Past research on memory for faces has contributed substantially to 
our understanding of the proble~ and potentials of forensic tasks 
involving the eyewitness. Most of the research has be en guided by 
hypothesis testing strategies; that is, efforts to i"den tify factors that 
have a significant influence on performance. Relatively little res ea rch to 
date has emphasized the quantitative relationships between these factors 
and performance, i.e. parameter estimation research. Irle are not simply 
referring to diffe:-ences in hit rates between conditions of some 
experiment. For example, the re s earch on the effect of time interval or 
delay between exposure and test has established that under ce:-tain 
conditions there are perfor~ance decrements following longer intervals, but 
facial memory seems to hold up well in the early stages of several weeks. 
What the research has not told us about is the nature of the forgetting 
function. This is a question of considerable interest to law enforcement. 
Deffenbacher (1986) ha s recently attempted to define this function. 

It is not our intent to be critical of past research on this basis. 
Indeed, given the status of our understanding of this kind of memory, 
including very little theory about how people process faces, the hypothesis 
testing research mode has been appropriate. We do believe, however, that 
much progress has been made in identifying factors that matter most to 
performance on the forensic tasks, and that it is appropriate to direct 
more research activity towards defining these functions and sett in g the 
parameter values. Increasing efforts to develop theories of facial 
proce ss ing will articulate well with such activities. More to the point of 
this paper, defining the functions or relationships will represent a 
signif i cant step in makina research on faces applicable to forensic 
procedures. 

In discussing methodological concerns in the introduction, we pointed 
out that almost all of the faces research to date has been experimentally 
oriented. Some of it has been concerned wi th how the human information 
processing system works in dea l ing with faces, and some of it has been 
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directed at forensic issues. There is a need for field research; that is, 
research on real witnesses exposed to real crimes carrying out real 
forensic tasks. For obvious reasons, such research vill be constrained. 
Independent variables cannot be manipulated (although there might be some .., 
options here) and obtrusive measures must be avoided. Such work as a rule 
will generally be descripti;e; but it is our contention that much can be 
learned by observing actual forensic procedures. There may be other 
factors that influence outcomes that research efforts to date have not 
adequately addressed. For example, what kinds of instructions are given to 
the witness as he/she sits down to examine a photospread? We know that 
instructions can have a powerful effect on the criterion employed (in the 
signal detection sense} in such tasks. Another example concerns the 
constructions, sketches and composites, that are produced by witnesses. How 
good (or bad} are they in actual practice? It may be possible to learn 
more about the effectiveness of these procedures and how they might be 
improved. 

Field research, of course, is not easy to do. It is costly, time 
consuming, and there are some severe practical limitations on the questions 
and issues that can be addressed. But, as noted above, there are potential · 
payoffs. To date, we have been assuming that our laboratory findings, 
including the work employing forensic paradigms, is generalizable to law 
enforcement situations. Some field research may help to establish this 
generality. 

Finally, we have made a strong pitch fer introducing computers into 
forensic settings for managing forensic tasks involving faces and fer 
assisting in face constructions. Computers offer some exciting options for 
addressing many of the problems inherent in forensic tasks, and there is a 
need for research and development on such applications. 
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